Year - Reception

Class Curriculum Web

English:

Autumn 2
Mathematics

EXPLORE (Curriculum Focus)

Looking at depth at the numbers 8-13

Geography:

Composition Measures

Using a map to locate Lapland
Differences between Lapland and England
Different rocks on the Isle of Wight
In Literacy the children will learning their phase 2 letters
and sounds. The children will start to learn how to read
words using their phonics as well as learning tricky sight
words.

Money
Cardinality and counting

ICT:

Subitising
Laptops to teach paint based programmes
- firework pictures
Mouse skills
Oven timers for cooking

The children will be using the texts to help them write
shopping lists, instructions and letters to santa.

‘Our Beautiful Isle’
SPECIAL ROCKS

Fine and Gross Motor Skills:
To run and move safely around the area

Subtraction
Pattern

STEAM
Science:

To perform the dances for our song - I am a music man

Welly walk signs of Autumn

To start using a dominant hand and understand a tripod grip.

Materials in a house and their properties

To draw expressions in faces

Rocks - how they look different - where are they used

Design Technology:

To become more confident in using a knife and fork

Religious Education:

Looking at nails, hammers, spanners, tools and hinges

Christian Christmas and Valuing differences

Make Christmas card own design
Make and design your own calendar

CREATE (Curriculum support)
Art: Firework pictures, Wax resistant fireworks, Artist -

PSHE:

Jackson Pollock - splashing paint.

Valuing differences (Using Scarf)

DISCOVER (Curriculum support)

Music:ILearn and perform - I am a music man - To learn the

I’m special, you’re special

names of different musical instruments and how to play them.
Christmas performance songs and actions

Same and different families and homes
Kind and Caring

History:
Valuing Differences - How different countries celebrate
Christmas
Looking at differences with people - Rich/poor, jobs,
appearances
Past and present - houses and transport timeline

